Voxware VoxConnect®
Make integrating voice and WMS fast and fluid.
Agility, speed and flexibility have never been more critical for distribution centers – not just across the
operations, but also deep within your WMS and voice solutions. Integrating them could be an unending
problem, unless VoxConnect is part of your voice deployment toolset.
VoxConnect makes the union of Voxware® VMS® and your WMS (the current one, or any future one) a
streamlined experience. Now and for years to come.

Join the movement to loosely coupled interfaces.
Connect without coding and reap the benefits.
The VoxConnect graphical toolset serves as a bridge between your Voxware® VMS solution and existing IT systems –
enabling them to easily interact with one another while protecting their integrity. The results are rewarding:
• Speedier solution deployment. Interfaces are quickly mapped, without the need for coding.
• No “deadly embrace.” The WMS and voice applications are loosely coupled, so each one can be changed independently
of the other.
• Operational flexibility. Implement a new WMS without modifying your voice applications. Tailor Voxware VMS and
update workflows without modifying the WMS code.

3 easy steps are all it takes.
• Map. Using a graphical interface,
create maps that connect the data
in the WMS to your Voxware VMS
solution. VoxConnect ensures
that the WMS drives the business
process.
• Transform. When needed, a
VoxConnect transformer can convert
WMS data into a format optimized
for Voxware VMS, and back again.
• Transport. Make data exchange easy
to set up. VoxConnect supports a
wide variety of transport protocols to
electronically transmit assignments,
tasks, and results between
technologies.
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Realize the immediate advantages of code-free integration.
You’ll thank yourself later.
As you evaluate voice solutions, consider this: Are you headed
for a complex WMS integration riddled with roadblocks? Will
creating interfaces mean endless and costly coding? If you
change the WMS later, will you have to modify the voice system?
Or vice versa?
Avoid these problems with Voxware! VoxConnect makes
interfacing your WMS with Voxware VMS swift, streamlined and
economical. Without compromising on flexibility.
Better results in less time at a lower cost. Eliminate the need
for costly embedded code to tie your voice solution to the WMS.
VoxConnect creates loosely coupled interfaces that exchange
information at the data and message level, not at the code level.
Seamless compatibility. The innovative capabilities of VoxConnect
help ensure that your Voxware VMS solution integrates quickly and
seamlessly with the WMS and IT systems you already have in place,
speeding the time to deployment.

“We saw Voxware’s software as a
way to gain cost benefits without
having to undertake an expensive
WMS upgrade. Integration
between Voxware and our WMS
was quickly accomplished, and in
the end we realized cost savings
that have given us money to
invest in other areas.”
Manager of Logistics Support
$9 Billion Automotive
Aftermarket Parts Provider

Easy integration of future releases. Deploy future releases of systems
without the need for major re-work to the integration. With Voxware, you
can count on virtually every voice business process to be configured,
not coded.
Rapid adaptation to business changes. You’re free to make changes
to both your WMS and your voice solution, independently, in response
to shifts in the supply chain, customer demands and technology.
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Let VoxConnect give you the advantages of faster, simpler integration. Contact us to discuss
your challenges. Call US: 609-570-6800 or UK: 020 3857 1540 or visit www.voxware.com

